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The Dual Strap System
Two worlds on one wrist

The Apple Watch is currently one of the best smartwatches on the market. It comes as no surprise
therefore that the watch has also sparked the interest of the more classic watch wearer. Such wearers
primarily swear by high-quality mechanical watches, yet are also highly interested in the variety of useful
features offered by a smartwatch. Especially for these watch lovers, we have bridged both worlds by
designing the Dual Strap System.

Scope of delivery: Case with two shortened strap halves for the Apple Watch, including strap lugs, two shortened strap halves for your SINN watch, a connecting strap, strap
replacement tool and spare spring bars.

So far, the pivotal question has always been: Are passionate
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There are many everyday instances in which wearing both

mechanical timepiece to make room for a smartwatch? Or do
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the dual buckle principle. In order to assess just how extremely
comfortable the Dual Strap System is, we recommend trying it
out for yourself.

Always up to date – even without a smartphone
All in all, the Dual Strap System is the perfect solution for both
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the SINN watch and the Apple Watch, allowing wearers to use
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only piece of jewellery male wearers are reluctant to do without.
How the Dual Strap System works
First, two shortened strap halves (each featuring a toothed buckle) are attached to each watch.These strap halves and one of the
two toothed buckles are then used to fasten both watches together. Strapped together, the watches can then be placed on the wrist
and fastened securely with the other toothed buckle. Attaching the toothed buckles to both ends allows the watches to be centred on
the wrist. A separate connecting strap, which is included in the set, ensures a high level of flexibility.This allows the watches to be worn
separately, if necessary.

Fasten both watches together using the two shortened strap halves and one of the
two toothed buckles. Place the connected watches on your wrist and fasten the
strap with the other toothed buckle.

You can also wear the watches separately. Simply use the separate connecting
strap provided. Fasten the strap with both toothed buckles.

Technical details
• The Dual Strap System fits SINN watches with a strap lug width of 22 mm and Apple Watches with a case size of 38 mm and
42 mm.
• The original strap lug for the Apple Watch is acquired from authorised retailers and is supplied pre-attached to
the appropriate shortened strap halves. Refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for assembly.
• When purchasing a SINN watch, the shortened strap halves can be supplied pre-attached to the SINN watch on request.
• We recommend sapphire crystal glass, magnetic field protection and TEGIMENT Technology for your SINN watch.

Apple Watch is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

Video visualization
of Dual Strap System
at www.sinn.de

